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The kyÅ•iku kanji (æ•™è‚²æ¼¢å-—, lit. "education kanji") are 1,006 characters that Japanese children learn
in elementary school. Originally the list only contained 881 characters. This was expanded to 996 characters
in 1977. It was not until 1982 the list was expanded to its current size.
Kanji - Wikipedia
Baybayin (Tagalog pronunciation: [baÉªËˆbaÉªjÉªn]; pre-virama: áœŠáœŠáœŒáœ’, post-virama:
áœŠáœŒáœ”áœŠáœŒáœ’áœˆáœ”, kudlit + pamudpod: áœŠáœŒáœ”áœŠáœŒáœ’áœˆáœ´) is an
ancient script used primarily by the Tagalog people. Baybayin is an indigenous Indic script that has been
widely used in traditional Tagalog domains. It is one of many suyat scripts in the Philippines.
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